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Farm support programs based on price have been an integral part of farm policy since the 1930s. However, two concerns have emerged with existing price–based programs. One is that the current marketing loan and counter–cyclical programs provide little protection when yields are low. Widespread reduction in yields raises prices and reduces or eliminates payments from these two programs while localized reduction in yields reduce marketing loan payments for affected individual farms because marketing loan payments are based on production. The second concern is that farmers can receive marketing loan and counter–cyclical payments even when revenue is above average because high yields more than offset low prices.

After decades of debate, a revenue assurance program finally became a reality in the new Food, Conservation and Energy Act of 2008. Specifically, farmers are offered the choice of the following program options:

**Traditional Suite of Farm Programs**
- Direct Payments
- Marketing Loans
- Counter–Cyclical Payments

**ACRE Suite of Farm Programs**
- Direct Payments at 80% of full rate
- Marketing Loans at 70% of loan rate
- ACRE State Revenue Program

Many concepts included in the ACRE state revenue program were first contained in the Integrated Farm Revenue Proposal by Carl Zulauf. American Farmland Trust was the first organization to endorse these concepts, followed by the National Corn Growers Association. Senators Richard Durbin of Illinois and Sherrod Brown of Ohio provided initial congressional support and co–authored the first bill (S.1872) containing a program that became ACRE.

This article describes the legislative provisions and policy background of the new ACRE state revenue program, as well as some analytical results that provide insights into the farmer decision regarding which suite of programs to choose.

**Comparison: Current Programs vs. ACRE State Revenue Program**

The direct payment program pays farmers a fixed dollar amount per historical base acre. This dollar amount does not change with market prices or with production on the farm. Like direct payments, counter–cyclical payments are based on historical production. In contrast, marketing loan payments are based on current production. Both the counter–cyclical and marketing loan programs are price–based programs. Congress specifies the marketing loan rates and counter–cyclical target prices in the Farm Bill. These fixed support rates essentially establish a floor or lower bound on the per unit value of the crop, as payments are triggered when market price drops below them. The creation of a floor reflects the policy objective of traditional price support programs, which is to assist farmers with managing the systemic risk of chronically low market prices that extend over a long period of years. A systemic risk is a risk beyond the control of an individual producer. The combination of direct payment, counter–cyclical, and marketing loan programs will be referred to in this article by the acronym DCP+ML.

In contrast, ACRE's policy objective is to assist farmers with managing the systemic risk of a decline in revenue of a crop over a short period of years. Revenue is defined as
U.S. price times state yield. ACRE’s policy objective is implemented by establishing the following revenue guarantee for each state and crop combination (crops are barley, corn, upland cotton, oats, peanuts, pulse crops, rice, sorghum, soybeans and other oilseeds, and wheat):

\[(90\%) \times (2\text{-year moving average of U.S. crop year cash price}) \times (5\text{-year Olympic moving average [excludes high and low values] of state yield per planted acre})\]

A state revenue payment is triggered for a given crop and year when actual state revenue (state yield per planted acre times U.S. crop year price) is less than the state’s ACRE revenue guarantee. This difference is the state’s ACRE payment rate. For any crop in any year, the payment rate cannot exceed 25% of the crop’s state revenue guarantee. ACRE’s state revenue guarantee cannot increase or decrease more than 10% from the prior year’s guarantee. Over time, the guarantee will follow prices and yields up and down. Thus, ACRE’s revenue guarantee is not a floor, implying that ACRE will not provide protection against chronically low prices.

Receipt of an ACRE payment also requires that a farm’s revenue for the crop and year be less than its benchmark revenue for the crop. The latter equals (1) the product of the farm’s 5-year Olympic average yield per planted acre times the 2-year U.S. average price, plus (2) the farm’s insurance premium if the farmer bought insurance for the crop.

The ACRE revenue protection payment is made on acres planted to eligible crops, but total planted acres covered by ACRE are capped at the farm’s total base acres. Total payment a farm receives from ACRE is the sum of (1) 80% of the farm’s current direct payment, (2) ACRE revenue protection payments, and (3) marketing loan payments at a 30% lower loan rate.

This discussion focuses on ACRE’s basic features. Additional details on ACRE are contained in the appendix.

ACRE’s Policy Innovations Relative to Current Programs

The ACRE state revenue program has several important departures from DCP+ML:

- ACRE’s target is revenue not price. Revenue is more closely related to financial position and risk than price because revenue includes both price and yield.
- ACRE’s revenue target is not fixed; it changes with U.S. prices and state yields.
- A farm level revenue loss condition must be met for a farm to receive an ACRE payment. This requirement is an attempt to address the concern that a farm can receive marketing loan and counter-cyclical payments even when it has above-average revenue.
- ACRE is partially coordinated with crop insurance. Historically, farm support and crop insurance programs have been enacted independently, creating the potential for overlapping payments and for farm programs to reduce the incentive to buy crop insurance. ACRE’s farm revenue benchmark includes crop insurance premiums, thus providing an incentive to buy crop insurance.

In addition, capping the state revenue payment at 25% of the state revenue guarantee is an attempt to minimize double payments from crop insurance and ACRE because farmers commonly buy crop insurance with a 75% or lower coverage level.

Policy Foundation For ACRE

A rarely-discussed hole exists in the traditional farm safety net. The combination of higher prices, higher production costs, and fixed support prices provide the foundation for farm financial stress.

History and economic theory tell us that high farm prices will decline as supply responds to incentives and expands faster than demand. But, history and economic theory do not tell us if the decline will occur in one, two, five, etc. years. Moreover, high farm prices, especially when based on strong growth in demand, increase the demand, and in turn price, for farm inputs. Because costs are increasing and support prices are fixed at levels substantially below market prices, a large price decline that lasts a year or two can lead to financial stress in the agricultural sector.

This stylized story played out when the farm boom of the 1970s became the farm crisis of the 1980s. Today, most people are aware that many crop prices have increased substantially since 2006. Fewer people are aware that the cost of farm pro-

Figure 1. Prices for U.S. Crops and Crop Production Inputs are Increasing... Just as in the 1970’s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Increase from average for 1968-72 to August 1974</th>
<th>Increase from average for 2002-06 to August 2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crop Prices</td>
<td>128%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Prices</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: (1) Crop prices include all crops. (2) Crop production inputs include interest, taxes, and wages. (3) Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Statistics Service
duction inputs is rising rapidly as well (see Figure 1). In fact, relative to crop prices, input prices are increasing faster today than in the 1970s. Moreover, most crop prices are well above the price support rates enacted in the 2008 Farm Bill. The similarities with the 1970s do not mean that a farm financial crisis will emerge as in the 1980s, but it does suggest that policy should not ignore this possibility.

In the 1980s crisis, we learned that providing immediate assistance is critical to minimizing financial stress. Providing immediate assistance requires an appropriate policy mechanism for identifying when revenue is low. Given its objective of addressing systemic revenue risk, ACRE’s mechanism is to calculate a revenue guarantee using moving averages of recent U.S. prices and state yields. ACRE focuses on revenue because revenue incorporates changes in costs of production, productivity, supply response, and price response over time, unlike a price-based safety net fixed at politically-determined levels. For example, if costs increase faster than production efficiency, supply will decline. Given that demand for crops responds relatively slowly to changes in price in the short-term, price and revenue should increase, resulting in an increase in ACRE’s revenue guarantee. On the other hand, if production efficiency increases faster than costs, ACRE’s revenue guarantee should decline as the resulting increase in production leads to lower prices and revenue.

In conclusion, economic theory suggests that ACRE’s support level is implicitly tied to the cost of production adjusted for gains in productivity. By following prices and yields, ACRE provides protection in situations when costs increase faster than production efficiency (such as is happening now). In contrast, ACRE’s support level will decline when productivity increases faster than costs. However, due to the use of historical moving averages and a 10% limit on year-to-year changes in its revenue guarantee, ACRE should provide farmers a somewhat longer period of time in which to adjust to declining revenue.

Analysis of ACRE from the Farmer Decision Perspective

For farmers making a decision on participation in ACRE, a key question will be: “Does the ACRE suite of farm programs provide revenue to fill the gap in years when actual farm revenue is significantly below average farm revenue?”

One key factor in answering this question is the 20% reduction in direct payments under ACRE. This reduction can be thought of as ACRE’s risk management fee. Using the average U.S. direct payment yield for program crops, the 20% reduction ranges from $0.20 per acre for oats to $19.24 per acre for rice (see Figure 2).

A second key factor is the timing and size of payments from ACRE. The results presented below are from an analysis of average annual payouts of the ACRE and DCP+ML programs over a 30 year historical period for corn, sorghum, soybeans and wheat in the principle and marginal production areas. The analysis uses (1) historic variability in county level yields adjusted to current levels of yield as a proxy for future yield variability and (2) the historic relationship between state yield and national price to predict the variability of future price at the U.S. Department of Agriculture average annual forecasted price for 2009-12. In essence, the results are for the representative average acres in the county.

ACRE has both a farm level and a state level revenue loss trigger. Actual farm income must be less than 100% of the farm’s benchmark revenue in order for the farm to receive an ACRE payment (see the appendix for specifics). The state trigger occurred in 5 to 15 years depending on the state and the crop, or on average in about one-third of the 30 historical observations. The county farm trigger occurred in roughly twice as many years as the state trigger. These findings are not surprising since (1) the state trigger is set at a more restrictive 90% level compared to the 100% level for the farm trigger and (2) yield is more variable at the county than at the state level. Last, in only about 10% to 20% of the observations in which the state trigger occurred did the representative county farm not trigger.

The higher the average annual price the more likely that the ACRE suite of farm programs will pay out a higher average payment than the DCP+ML suite of programs. As average annual market price increases, DCP+ML payments decline since counter-cyclical payments are tied to fixed target prices and marketing loan payments are tied to fixed loan rates. In contrast, expected revenue payments and thus total payments (80%...
of direct payments plus revenue payments) from ACRE increase as price increases. The reason is the associated increase in the state revenue guarantee and farm revenue benchmark. However, it is important to note that actual payments from ACRE may not equal expected payments. Actual payments depend on revenue declining for a state by at least 10%. Thus, if prices and revenue increase continuously in the future, ACRE revenue payments will be zero.

Figure 3 illustrates the importance of a producer’s expectations of future prices. It contains the expected level of ACRE and DCP+ML payments at various average prices for 2009–12 using data for Champaign County, Ill. Payments are the same for ACRE and DCP+ML at average prices between $2.30 and $2.35. The higher are a producer’s expectations of prices in the near future, the more likely is the ACRE program to generate larger income streams than the existing DCP+ML program.

Examination of the analytical results also indicate that expected payments from ACRE are larger (1) the lower is the correlation between changes in state yield and U.S. price and (2) the higher is predicted average annual (2009–12) state yield relative to the direct payment and counter-cyclical program yield. The lower is the yield–price correlation, the more likely that a decline in yield or price will trigger a revenue payment. The yield component of ACRE’s revenue guarantee is continually updated since it is based on a moving average. In contrast, the payment yield for counter-cyclical and direct payments is fixed at a historical yield level. Thus, the higher are current yields relative to historical base yields, the greater is the expected payment advantage of ACRE.

Adding the crop insurance premium to a farm’s revenue benchmark increases the revenue benchmark, and thus increases the chance of receiving...
a payment from ACRE. The impact of adding the insurance premium is usually minimal, although the size of this impact increases as the insurance premium increases relative to the crop’s revenue per acre.

Neither ACRE nor DCP+ML are substitutes for crop insurance. For the representative county farms, the lowest revenue years occurred when their yield was low and price had not increased sufficiently to offset the low yield. This situation most often occurred when yield–reducing weather events were on a geographical scale smaller than a state. Such declines in production generally are not large enough to cause price to increase. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate this discussion for corn in De Kalb County, Ill., and wheat in Texas County, Okla., respectively. The graphs are generated assuming U.S. Department of Agriculture average predicted prices for the 2009–12 crop years: $3.60 for corn and $4.55 for wheat. County average yields also are included in the figures. Significant yield shortfalls occur in six years in De Kalb County and 7 years in Texas County. The ACRE suite of programs provides higher revenue than the DCP+ML program in only two of the six years in De Kalb County and three of the seven years in Texas County. However, neither program provides much revenue protection in most of these years because the declines in yield occurred over a small area relative to the U.S. market. These findings clearly indicate a continued need for crop insurance.

**Summary**

Both ACRE and traditional price support programs address a systemic risk that occurs beyond the individual farm. However, ACRE addresses a risk associated with a market at or near equilibrium while traditional price programs address a risk associated with a market out of equilibrium. Compared with the current marketing loan and counter–cyclical price programs, ACRE has several policy innovations: (1) ACRE’s target is revenue not price, (2) ACRE’s revenue guarantee is not fixed, (3) a farm level revenue loss must occur to receive an ACRE payment, and (4) ACRE is partially coordinated with crop insurance.

For most farmers, a central question will frame their decision regarding ACRE: “Over the period of participation, does ACRE improve the management of systemic revenue risk relative to current programs enough to compensate for the 20% reduction in direct payments and 30% reduction in loan rates?” Our analysis finds that at prices and yields forecast by the U.S. Department of Agriculture through the 2012 crop year, ACRE generally provides larger expected average annual total revenue and smaller variation in total revenue. The differences can be small, depending on what other assumptions are made. However, exceptions occur. For example, if prices and revenue continue to increase, the current programs will provide higher payments than ACRE because of ACRE’s 20% reduction in direct payments.

As with any analysis, assumptions are important. These assumptions involve not only prices and yields, but also how the regulations will interpret the Farm Bill’s ACRE provisions. The importance of regulations is illustrated by the current debate over whether the phrase, “the most recent crop year prices,” means the “most recent crop years for which complete information exists” or “includes the current crop year.” For the 2009 crop, this debate translates into whether ACRE’s revenue guarantee is based on U.S. average cash prices for crop years 2007 and 2008 or for crop years 2006 and 2007. To put the significance of this debate in numerical context, average U.S. cash corn price is $3.65 for 2006–07 vs. $4.83 for 2007–08, using the latest data from the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Clearly, using 2007–08 instead of 2006–07 prices makes ACRE more attractive to farmers.

This analysis and economic theory suggest ACRE is most likely to benefit the following:

- (1) states with higher yield variability, which includes south–east and mid–Atlantic states;
- (2) crops with prices well above the loan rates—cotton prices are closest to the loan rate;
- (3) states with lower negative correlations between changes in state yield and U.S. price;
- (4) states and crops, notably corn, with larger increases in yields over last 25 years; and
- (5) producers whose planted and base acres differ substantially—ACRE better matches a farmer’s production risk in this situation.

Decision aids to assess participation in ACRE are being developed and various analyses of ACRE have been completed or are underway. These will provide useful information to producers and share–renting landlords as they assess their decision. They also will need to consider the role of crop insurance as they put together their risk management plan. As this analysis clearly shows, neither ACRE nor the current set of programs will cover all low revenue situations on a farm, in particular those associated with localized weather conditions.

In conclusion, like any policy, ACRE’s performance will be assessed in the real world. And, being a new policy, unintended consequences are likely. The combination of individual farmer decisions and policy experience will aid in more clearly defining policy objectives and will provide insights into the level and type of risk protection desired by producers across crops, states and regions. This information will provide vital input in future legislation. In short, ACRE will contribute to the evolutionary discussion that shapes and defines U.S. farm policy.
ACRE (Average Crop Revenue Election) Provisions

ACRE is a farm program option for barley, corn, upland cotton, oats, peanuts, pulse crops, rice, sorghum, soybeans and other oilseeds, and wheat for 2009–12 crops. Once made, the election of ACRE is irrevocable through 2012; but, its election can be deferred to the next year. The election of ACRE applies to all the above crops grown on a farm, but payments are made on an individual crop basis. ACRE must be selected (current farm programs are the default selection).

ACRE consists of
• Direct payments equal to 80% of full direct payments
• Marketing loan payments with loan rates set at 70% of the marketing loan rates
• ACRE revenue protection payments

ACRE Revenue Protection Payment to a Farm Equals (yields are per planted acre)

a. \[
\text{ACRE state revenue guarantee} \times \text{lesser of } \left( \frac{\text{farm's Olympic average yield (removes high and low yield for 5 most recent crop years) \times \text{lesser of } \left( \text{ACRE state revenue guarantee minus state actual revenue} \right) \text{or } \left( \frac{\text{25% of ACRE state revenue guarantee}}{} \right) \times \frac{\text{farm's Olympic average yield for 5 most recent crop years}}{\text{state's Olympic average yield for 5 most recent crop years}} \right)}{\text{ACRE state revenue guarantee}} \times \text{state yield \times U.S. market year price for crop for crop year \text{or } \left( \frac{\text{70% of crop's marketing loan rate}}{} \right)} \right)
\]

Limitation on Planted Acres that can receive an ACRE Payment
• Planted acres that receive an ACRE payment cannot exceed a farm's total base acres
• If a farm's total acres planted to ACRE program crops exceed the farm's total base acres, the farmer chooses which planted acres to enroll in ACRE

ACRE's Farm Trigger (yields are per planted acre):
• To receive an ACRE payment, a farm's actual revenue for the crop must be less than the farm's ACRE benchmark revenue for that crop year
  • Farm's actual revenue for a crop equals
    farm's actual yield \times \text{U.S market year price for crop for crop year}
  • Farm's ACRE benchmark revenue equals
    \left( \text{farm's 5 year Olympic average yield} \times \text{ACRE revenue protection payment for that crop year} \right)
    \text{plus} \times \text{per acre crop insurance premium paid by farmer for the crop for the year}

ACRE Payment Limit for a Person or Legal Entity:
• For direct payments: $40,000 minus amount equal to 20% reduction in direct payments
• For ACRE revenue payments: $65,000 plus 20% reduction in direct payments
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